
Skeptical Rational ExtensionsArtur Mikitiuk and Miros law Truszczy�nskiUniversity of Kentucky, Department of Computer Science,Lexington, KY 40506{0046, fartur|mirekg@cs.engr.uky.eduAbstract. In this paper we propose a version of default logic with thefollowing two properties: (1) defaults with mutually inconsistent justi-�cations are never used together in constructing a set of default conse-quences of a theory; (2) the reasoning formalized by our logic is relatedto the traditional skeptical mode of default reasoning. Our logic is basedon the concept of a skeptical rational extension. We give characterizationresults for skeptical rational extensions and an algorithm to computethem. We present some complexity results. Our main goal is to char-acterize cases when the class of skeptical rational extensions is closedunder intersection. In the case of normal default theories our logic coin-cides with the standard skeptical reasoning with extensions. In the caseof seminormal default theories our formalism provides a description ofthe standard skeptical reasoning with rational extensions.1 IntroductionIn this paper we investigate a version of default logic with the following two mainproperties. First, defaults with mutually inconsistent justi�cations are never usedtogether in constructing a set of default consequences of a theory. This hasimplications for the adequacy of our system to handle situations with disjunctiveinformation. Second, the reasoning formalized by our logic is closely related tothe traditional skeptical mode of default reasoning. In the case of normal defaulttheories it coincides with the standard skeptical reasoning with extensions. Inthe case of seminormal default theories our formalism provides a description ofthe standard skeptical reasoning with rational extensions. Our logic is de�nedby means of a �xpoint construction and not as the intersection of extensions,as is usually the case with the skeptical reasoning. Hence, our results providea �xpoint description of the standard skeptical reasoning from normal defaulttheories and, in the case of rational extensions, from seminormal default theories.Default logic, introduced by Reiter [10], is one of the most extensively studiednonmonotonic systems. Several recent research monographs o�er a comprehen-sive presentation of theoretical and practical aspects of default logic [1, 3, 6].Default logic assigns to a default theory a collection of theories called exten-sions. Extensions model all possible \realities" described by a default theoryand are used as the basis for two modes of reasoning: brave and skeptical. In thebrave mode, an arbitrarily selected extension de�nes the set of consequences fora default theory. In the skeptical one, the intersection of all extensions serves



as the set of consequences. Skeptical consequences are more robust in the sensethat they hold in all possible realities described by a default theory.All its desirable properties notwithstanding, there are situations where de-fault logic of Reiter is not easily applicable. In particular, default logic doesnot handle well incomplete information given in the form of disjunctive clauses[9, 2, 4, 7]. To remedy this, several modi�cations of default logic were proposed:disjunctive default logic [4], cumulative default logic [2], constrained default logic[11] and rational default logic [7]. The �rst system introduces a new disjunctionoperator to handle "e�ective" disjunction. The latter three take into account,in one way or another, the requirement that defaults with mutually inconsistentjusti�cations must not be used in the construction of the same extension. Notsurprisingly then, they are somewhat related. Connections between cumulativedefault logic and constrained default logic are studied in [11]. Relations betweenconstrained default logic and rational default logic are discussed in [8].In this paper we continue our investigation of rational default logic introducedin [7]. The key idea behind the concept of a rational extension of a default theory(D;W ) is that of a maximal set of defaults in D active with respect to theoriesW and S. The collection of all such sets (it is always nonempty) is denoted byMA(D;W;S). Intuitively, it contains every group of defaults the reasoner canselect to justify that S is a rational extension of (D;W ) (if none works, S is not arational extension). That is, S is a rational extension if S can be derived from Wby means of some set of defaults A 2 MA(D;W;S). In this paper, we strengthenthe requirements for a hypothetical context S to be a rational extension. As aresult we obtain a new �xpoint construction and a new class of extensions |skeptical rational extensions. (The word "extension" is being used here in abroader sense. A rational or a skeptical rational extension of a default theory isnot, in general, an extension of the theory in Reiter's sense | see Examples 1and 2.) Speci�cally, for a theory S to be a skeptical rational extension, S mustbe exactly the set of formulas that can be derived from W by means of every setof defaults A 2 MA(D;W;S). In other words, S consists of those formulas thereasoner can justify no matter which element from MA(D;W;S) is selected forreasoning. This motivates the term skeptical used to designate these extensions.The class of skeptical rational extensions has several desirable properties. Formany default theories, it contains a least element with respect to inclusion. Insuch a case, this least skeptical rational extension can be used as a formal modelof skeptical default reasoning (sometimes identical with and sometimes di�erentfrom the traditional model of skeptical default reasoning).In this paper we investigate properties of skeptical rational extensions. Werestrict ourselves to the propositional case only. We give characterization resultsfor skeptical rational extensions and an algorithm to compute them. We presentsome complexity results. Our main goal is to characterize cases when the class ofskeptical rational extensions is closed under intersection. We obtain the strongestresults for normal and seminormal default theories. We show that the intersectionof all rational extensions of a seminormal default theory is its least skepticalrational extension. In particular, it means that the intersection of all extensions



of a normal default theory is, in fact, its least skeptical rational extension.2 De�nitions and ExamplesLet L be a language of propositional logic. A default is any expression of theform �:M�1; : : : ;M�k ;where �, �i, 1 � i � k and  are propositional formulas from L. The formula �is called the prerequisite of d, p(d) in symbols. The formulas �i, 1 � i � k, arecalled the justi�cations of d. The set of justi�cations is denoted by j(d). Finally,the formula  is called the consequent of d and is denoted c(d). For a collectionD of defaults by p(D), j(D) and c(D) we denote, respectively, the sets of allprerequisites, justi�cations and consequents of the defaults in D. A default ofthe form �:M�� (�:M(�^) , resp.) is called normal (seminormal, resp.).A default theory is a pair (D;W ), where D is a set of defaults and W is a setof propositional formulas. A default theory (D;W ) is normal (seminormal, resp.)if all defaults in D are normal (seminormal, resp.). A default theory (D;W ) is�nite if both D and W are �nite.For a set D of defaults and for a propositional theory S, we de�neDS = �� : �:M�1; : : : ;M�k 2 D; and S 6` :�i; 1 � i � k�and Mon(D) = �p(d)c(d) : d 2 D� :Given a set of inference rules A, by CnA(�) we mean the consequence operatorof the formal proof system consisting of propositional calculus and the rules inA (it is de�ned for all theories in the language).The key notion of (standard) default logic is the notion of an extension 1. Atheory S is an extension for a default theory (D;W ) if S = CnDS (W ).For a detailed presentation of default logic the reader is referred to [6].In [7] we introduced the notions of an active set of defaults and a rationalextension of a default theory. A set A of defaults is active with respect to setsof formulas W and S if it satis�es the following conditions:AS1 j(A) = ;, or j(A) [ S is consistent,AS2 p(A) � CnAS (W ).The set of all subsets of a set of defaults D which are active with respect to Wand S will be denoted by A(D;W;S).Observe, that ; is active with respect to every W and S. Hence, A(D;W;S)is always nonempty. By the Kuratowski-Zorn Lemma, every A 2 A(D;W;S) is1 Our de�nition is di�erent from but equivalent to the original de�nition of Reiter [10].



contained in a maximal (with respect to inclusion) element of A(D;W;S) (see[7]). De�ne MA(D;W;S) to be the set of all maximal elements in A(D;W;S).In [7], we de�ned S to be a rational extension for a default theory (D;W ) ifS = CnAS (W ) for some A 2 MA(D;W;S). We will now de�ne the notion of askeptical rational extension.De�nition 1. A theory S is a skeptical rational extension for a default theory(D;W ) if S = \A2MA(D;W;S)CnAS (W ): 2We will illustrate the notions de�ned above with several examples. The �rstexample exhibits a default theory which does not have an extension or a rationalextension but has a skeptical rational extension. In all examples a, b, c and dstand for distinct propositional atoms.Example 1. Let D = f :M:aa ; :M:bb g. The default theory (D; ;) has no extensionand no rational extension. On the other hand, S = Cn(fa _ bg) is its skepticalrational extension. Indeed, we haveMA(D; ;; S) = �� :M:aa � ;� :M:bb ��and \A2MA(D;;;S)CnAS (;) = Cn(fag) \ Cn(fbg) = Cn(fa _ bg) = S: 2The default theory (f :M:aa g; ;) is a classical example of a theory withoutextensions. More generally, a default theory containing the default :M:aa , wherea is an atom that does not appear in any other default or formula, does not havean extension. Hence, the fact that Cn(fa _ bg) is a skeptical rational extensionof the default theory of Example 1 may seem counterintuitive. However, themeaning of the defaults in D is: if :a (:b, resp.) is possible, then conclude a (b,resp.). In the context of Cn(fa _ bg), any of the two defaults can �re (but nottogether). Hence, no matter what is the choice, a _ b follows.The next example shows that there are also default theories which haveextensions but do not have skeptical rational extensions.Example 2. Let us consider the default theory (D;W ), where W = fa _ bg andD = � :M:ac ; :M:bd ; :M(:c _ :d):c ^ :d � :This theory has a unique extension Cn(fa_b; c; dg). We proved in [7] that (D;W )does not have rational extensions.Assume that S is a skeptical rational extension for (D;W ). Then a _ b 2 S.If c ^ d =2 S thenMA(D;W;S) = �� :M:ac ; :M(:c _ :d):c ^ :d � ;� :M:bd ; :M(:c _ :d):c ^ :d �� :



Thus, TA2MA(D;W;S) CnAS (W ) = L and S 6= L (because c^d 62 S). So, assumethat c ^ d 2 S. ThenMA(D;W;S) = �� :M:ac � ;� :M:bd ��and TA2MA(D;W;S) CnAS (W ) = Cn(fa_b; c_dg) 6= S (because c^d =2 Cn(fa_b; c _ dg)). Hence, (D;W ) does not have skeptical rational extensions. 2One of the properties we are especially interested in here is closure underintersection of the family of skeptical rational extensions. The following examplepresents a default theory for which the family of skeptical rational extensionsis closed under intersection. This theory is normal. We will later show that thisproperty holds for every normal default theory with a �nite number of extensions.Example 3. Let W = ; andD = �a:Mbb ; a:M:b:b ; :Maa � :Let S1 = Cn(fa; bg), S2 = Cn(fa;:bg) and S = S1 \ S2 = Cn(fag). ThenMA(D;W;S1) = �� :Maa ; a:Mbb �� ; MA(D;W;S2) = �� :Maa ; a:M:b:b ��and MA(D;W;S) = �� :Maa ; a:Mbb � ;� :Maa ; a:M:b:b �� :Clearly, S1 and S2 are extensions, rational extensions and skeptical rationalextensions for (D;W ) and S is also a skeptical rational extension for (D;W ). 2For some default theories the family of their skeptical rational extensions isnot closed under �nite intersection.Example 4. Let W = ; andD = � :M:a;Mdb ; :M(:b _ a);Mdb ^ c ; :M:d;M:bc � :Let S1 = Cn(fbg), S2 = Cn(fcg) and S = S1 \ S2 = Cn(fb _ cg). ThenMA(D;W;S1) = �� :M:a;Mdb � ;� :M(:b _ a);Mdb ^ c �� ;MA(D;W;S2) = �� :M:a;Mdb ; :M(:b _ a);Mdb ^ c � ;� :M:d;M:bc �� ;andMA(D;W;S) = MA(D;W;S2). It is easy to see that S1 and S2 are skepticalrational extensions for (D;W ) while S is not. This default theory does not havea least skeptical rational extension.Let us note that S1 and S2 are also rational extensions for (D;W ). LetS3 = Cn(fb; cg). We have MA(D;W;S3) = MA(D;W;S1). Hence, S3 is alsoa rational extension of (D;W ). Finally, it is easy to see that S3 is the only(Reiter's) extension for (D;W ). 2



We conclude this section with an alternative characterization of active sets.Proposition2. A set A of defaults is active with respect to sets of formulas Wand S if and only if it satis�es AS1 and the following condition:AS20 p(A) � CnMon(A)(W ). 23 General PropertiesIn this section we present some results (Theorems 8 and 9, Corollary 10) pro-viding su�cient conditions for the intersection of skeptical rational extensionsto be a skeptical rational extension too. These results will be used in Sections 5and 6. We start with several auxiliary observations. (Simple proofs of Lemmas3, 4 and 6 are omitted due to space restriction.)Lemma3. Let (D;W ) be a default theory. Let S be a set of formulas and letA 2 A(D;W;S). Then A 2 A(D;W; T ) for every theory T such that A satis�esAS1 for T . 2Lemma4. Let (D;W ) be a default theory. Let S and T be theories such thatS � T . If A 2 MA(D;W;S) and A 2 A(D;W; T ), then A 2 MA(D;W; T ). 2Lemma5. Let (D;W ) be a default theory and let S = Tki=1 Si (k � 1), whereeach theory Si is closed under propositional provability. Then MA(D;W;S) �Ski=1MA(D;W;Si).Proof. Let A 2 MA(D;W;S). Then A satis�es AS1 for S. Thus, j(A) = ; orj(A) [ S is consistent. If j(A) = ; then for every i (1 � i � k), A satis�es AS1for Si. Let us assume now that j(A) [ S is consistent. We haveCn(j(A) [ S) = Cn(j(A) [ k\i=1Si) = Cn( k\i=1(j(A) [ Si)): (1)We will show that Cn( k\i=1(j(A) [ Si)) = k\i=1Cn(j(A) [ Si): (2)Clearly, the left-hand side of (2) is contained in the right-hand side. So, we needto prove only the converse inclusion. Consider a formula ' 2 Tki=1 Cn(j(A)[Si).For every i (1 � i � k), ' is provable from j(A) [ Si. By the CompactnessTheorem, for every i, there is a �nite subset S0i of Si such that ' is provablefrom j(A) [ S0i. Let 'i be the conjunction of all formulas from S0i (1 � i � k).Then ' is provable from j(A) [ f'ig. Since Si is closed under propositionalconsequences, 'i 2 Si. Consequently, '1_: : :_'k 2 Tki=1 Si. Let v be a valuationsatisfying Tki=1(j(A) [ Si). Since Tki=1(j(A) [ Si) = j(A) [ Tki=1 Si, it follows



that v satis�es j(A) and v satis�es '1 _ : : : _ 'k. Hence, v satis�es j(A) [ f'igfor some i (1 � i � k). Since ' is provable from j(A)[ f'ig, v satis�es '. Thus,' 2 Cn(Tki=1(j(A) [ Si)).It follows from (1) and (2) that if j(A) [ S is consistent then for some i(1 � i � k) j(A) [ Si is consistent. Hence, in both cases (j(A) = ;, or j(A) [ Sis consistent) A satis�es AS1 for some Si (1 � i � k). By Lemma 3, A 2A(D;W;Si) for some i (1 � i � k). Since S � Si, then by Lemma 4, A 2MA(D;W;Si) for some i (1 � i � k) and we are done. 2We will denote by GD(D;S) the set of generating defaults from D withrespect to S, that is,GD(D;S) = ��:M�1; : : : ;M�k 2 D : S ` � and S 6` :�i; 1 � i � k� :Lemma6. Let a theory S be an extension of a default theory (D;W ) and letA 2 A(D;W;S). Then A � GD(D;S). In particular, if GD(D;S) 2 A(D;W;S)then MA(D;W;S) = fGD(D;S)g. 2Example 4 indicates that the notions of an extension, a rational extensionand a skeptical rational extension are, in general, di�erent. However, under someconditions they coincide. One such situation is described in our �rst theorem (theproof is omitted due to space restriction).Theorem7. Let (D;W ) be a default theory and let S be a propositional theorysuch that MA(D;W;S) = fGD(D;S)g. Then S is an extension of (D;W ) ifand only if S is a rational extension of (D;W ) if and only if S is a skepticalrational extension of (D;W ). 2The next several results describe conditions which guarantee that the inter-section of skeptical rational extensions is also a skeptical rational extension.Theorem8. Let fSi : i 2 Ig be a set of skeptical rational extensions for a defaulttheory (D;W ), let S = Ti2I Si and MA(D;W;S) = Si2IMA(D;W;Si). ThenS is a skeptical rational extension for (D;W ).Proof. We have \A2MA(D;W;S)CnAS (W ) = \A2MA(D;W;S)CnMon(A)(W ) =\i2I \A2MA(D;W;Si)CnMon(A)(W ) = \i2I \A2MA(D;W;Si)CnASi (W ) = \i2I Si = S:2Theorem9. Let fSi : i 2 Ig be a set of extensions for a default theory (D;W )such that for every i 2 I, MA(D;W;Si) = fGD(D;Si)g. Let S = Ti2I Si andMA(D;W;S) � Si2IMA(D;W;Si). Then S is a skeptical rational extensionfor (D;W ).



Proof. Every Si is a skeptical rational extension for (D;W ) (Theorem 7). ByTheorem 8, to prove the assertion it su�ces to show that Si2IMA(D;W;Si) �MA(D;W;S). Let A 2 MA(D;W;Si) for some i 2 I . Hence, A = GD(D;Si).Since S � Si, A satis�es AS1 for S. By Lemma 3, A 2 A(D;W;S). Thereis B 2 MA(D;W;S) such that A � B. According to the assumption, B 2MA(D;W;Sj) for some j 2 I , that is, B = GD(D;Sj). Since A = GD(D;Si),we have GD(D;Si) � GD(D;Sj). Thus, Cn(W [ c(GD(D;Si))) � Cn(W [c(GD(D;Sj))). By Theorem 3.57 in [6], we have Si = Cn(W[c(GD(D;Si))) andSj = Cn(W [ c(GD(D;Sj))), so we get Si � Sj . Since Si and Sj are extensionsof the same default theory, Si = Sj and A = B. Hence, A 2MA(D;W;S). 2Lemma 5 and Theorem 9 imply the following corollary.Corollary 10. Let S1; : : : ; Sk (k � 1) be extensions of a default theory (D;W )such that for every i (1 � i � k), MA(D;W;Si) = fGD(D;Si)g. Then S =Tki=1 Si is a skeptical rational extension for (D;W ). 2Observe that even though in Theorem 9 and Corollary 10 we assume thatsets Si are extensions, by Theorem 7 every Si is also a rational extension and askeptical rational extension for (D;W ).4 Algorithmic IssuesProposition11. Let S be a skeptical rational extension for a default theory(D;W ) such that D is �nite. Then S = Cn(W [ f'1 _ : : : _ 'kg), where every'i = V c(Ai) for some Ai 2MA(D;W;S).Proof. Since D is �nite, MA(D;W;S) is �nite, as well. Let us assume thatMA(D;W;S) = fA1; : : : ; Akg. For each Ai 2MA(D;W;S) de�ne 'i = V c(Ai)(since each Ai is �nite, 'i is well-de�ned). Since Ai 2 A(D;W;S), Cn(Ai)S (W ) =Cn(W [ c(Ai)) = Cn(W [ f'ig). Hence,S = k\i=1Cn(Ai)S (W ) = k\i=1Cn(W [ f'ig) = Cn(W [ f'1 _ : : : _ 'kg): 2If (D;W ) is �nite then the number of sets of the form Cn(W [ f'1 _ : : : _'kg), where every 'i is of the form V c(A) for some A � D, is also �nite.For every such set S, one can compute MA(D;W;S) and check whether S =TA2MA(D;W;S) CnAS (W ). Thus, we have the following algorithm for computingskeptical rational extensions.1. For every A � D, compute 'A = V c(A) ('; = >). Let � = f'A : A � Dg.2. For every 	 � �(a) compute  = W	 ,(b) for every A � D, verify whether A 2 MA(D;W;W [ f g),(c) compute ' = WA2MA(D;W;W[f g) 'A,



(d) check whether W [f'g `  and W [f g ` '; if so, output Cn(W [f g)as a skeptical rational extension for (D;W ).The following example shows that there are default theories (D;W ) and setsS such that the size of MA(D;W;S) is exponential in the size of D. It followsthat an algorithm for verifying whether S is a skeptical rational extension of(D;W ) must have in the worst case an exponential complexity.Example 5. Let us consider the default theory (D;W ) whereD = � :Mp1p1 ; :M:p1:p1 ; : : : ; :Mpnpn ; :M:pn:pn � ;p1; : : : ; pn are distinct propositional atoms and W = ;. Then MA(D;W;Cn(;))has 2n elements, each of them obtained by selecting exactly one default fromeach pair :Mpipi ; :M:pi:pi . 2The complexity of reasoning with skeptical rational extensions in the generalcase remains an open problem.5 Seminormal Default TheoriesIn this section we study skeptical rational extensions of seminormal default theo-ries. We show that every seminormal default theory has a least skeptical rationalextension and that it coincides with the intersection of all rational extensions.Our �rst main result of this section shows that every skeptical rational ex-tension of a seminormal default theory can be represented as the intersection ofa certain number (possibly in�nitely many) of rational extensions.Theorem12. For every skeptical rational extension S of a seminormal defaulttheory (D;W ) there is a set fSi : i 2 Ig of rational extensions for (D;W ) suchthat S = Ti2I Si.Proof. Let S be a skeptical rational extension for (D;W ). Consequently, we haveS = TA2MA(D;W;S)CnAS (W ). Let MA(D;W;S) = fAi : i 2 Ig and let usdenote Si = Cn(Ai)S (W ) (i 2 I). Then S = Ti2I Si. We will show that each Siis a rational extension for (D;W ).Since Ai 2 MA(D;W;S), Ai satis�es AS1 for S. Hence, j(Ai) = ; orj(Ai) [ S is consistent. If j(Ai) = ; then Ai satis�es AS1 for Si. If j(Ai) [ Sis consistent then, since W � S, j(Ai) [W is consistent. Since all defaults inAi are seminormal, j(Ai) implies c(Ai). It follows that j(Ai) [ c(Ai) [ W isconsistent. Since Ai 2 MA(D;W;S), Cn(Ai)S (W ) = Cn(W [ c(Ai)). Hence,Si = Cn(W [ c(Ai)). It follows that j(Ai) [ Si is consistent. Consequently, Aisatis�es AS1 for Si. Thus, in both cases (j(Ai) = ;, or j(Ai) [ S is consistent)Ai satis�es AS1 for Si. By Lemma 3, Ai 2 A(D;W;Si). Since S � Si, then byLemma 4, Ai 2 MA(D;W;Si). It follows that (Ai)Si = Mon(Ai) = (Ai)S . Since



Si = Cn(Ai)S(W ), we have Si = Cn(Ai)Si (W ). Hence, Si is a rational extensionof (D;W ). 2In [6] a technique for constructing an extension of a default theory from anordering of defaults was presented and thoroughly studied. In [7] we adaptedthis technique to the case of rational extensions. We will use some propertiesof this construction in the proof of the second main result of this section. Thereader is referred to [6, 7] for details.We assume that the set of the atoms of our language L is denumerable.Consequently, the set of all defaults over the language L is denumerable.Let (D;W ) be a default theory and � a well-ordering of D. We de�ne anordinal ��. For every ordinal � < �� we de�ne a set of defaults AD� and adefault d� . We also de�ne a set of defaults AD�. We proceed as follows:If the sets AD� , � < �, have been de�ned but �� has not been de�ned then1. If there is no default d 2 D nS�<�AD� such that:(a) j(d) = ; or W [ c(S�<�AD�) [ j(S�<�AD�) [ j(d) is consistent, and(b) W [ c(S�<�AD�) ` p(d),then �� = �.2. Otherwise, de�ne d� to be the �-least default d 2 D nS�<�AD� such thatthe conditions (a) and (b) above hold. Then set AD� = S�<�AD� [ fd�g.When the construction terminates, put AD� = S�<�� AD� . The theory Cn(W[c(AD�)) will be called generated by the well-ordering �.We will need the following property of this construction.Theorem13. (extended version of [7]) Let (D;W ) be a seminormal defaulttheory and let � be a well-ordering of D. Then T� = Cn(W [ c(AD�)) is arational extension for (D;W ). Moreover, AD� 2MA(D;W; T�). 2It follows from this theorem that every seminormal default theory has arational extension. In the proof of our next result we will also need the followingproposition.Proposition14. (extended version of [7]) Let (D;W ) be a default theory andlet S and T be rational extensions of (D;W ) such that S = CnAS (W ) for someA 2 MA(D;W;S), T = CnBT (W ) for some B 2 MA(D;W; T ) and A � B.Then A = B and S = T . 2Now we are ready to present the second main result of this section.Theorem15. The intersection of all rational extensions of a seminormal de-fault theory is the least skeptical rational extension for this theory.Proof. Let fSi : i 2 Ig be the set of all rational extensions of a seminormaldefault theory (D;W ) and let S = Ti2I Si. By Theorem 12, we need only toprove that S is a skeptical rational extension for (D;W ).Let A 2 MA(D;W;S). Let us consider any well-ordering � of D in whichthe defaults in A precede all other defaults. Assume also that the defaults of A



are ordered by � according to the order in which their corresponding monotonicinference rules are applied in the process of computing CnAS (W ). It is easy tosee that A � AD�. Since the theory (D;W ) is seminormal, the theory generatedby �, Cn(W [ c(AD�)), is a rational extension for (D;W ) (Theorem 13), thatis, Cn(W [ c(AD�)) = Si for some i 2 I . Moreover, AD� 2MA(D;W;Si).AD� satis�es AS1 for Si. Hence, j(AD�) = ; or j(AD�) [ Si is consistent.If j(AD�) = ; then AD� = ; (every default in D has a justi�cation). SinceA � AD� = ;, A = AD�. If j(AD�) [ Si is consistent then, since S � Si,j(AD�)[S is consistent. By Lemma 3, AD� 2 A(D;W;S). By the maximalityof A, we get A = AD�. Hence, in both cases (j(AD�) = ;, or j(AD�) [ Siis consistent) A = AD�, that is, A 2 MA(D;W;Si) for some i 2 I . Thus,MA(D;W;S) � Si2IMA(D;W;Si).Moreover, we proved that for every A 2 MA(D;W;S) there is i 2 I suchthat CnAS (W ) = Cn(W [ c(A)) = Si and A 2 MA(D;W;Si): (3)Thus, \A2MA(D;W;S)CnAS (W ) = \i2I0 Sifor some I 0 � I . We will show that I 0 = I , that is, that for every i 2 I , there isB 2 MA(D;W;S) such that Si = CnBS (W ).Since Si is a rational extension for (D;W ), there is B 2MA(D;W;Si) suchthat Si = CnBSi (W ). Since S � Si, then by Lemma 3, B 2 A(D;W;S). Hence,there is C 2MA(D;W;S) such that B � C. By (3), there is j 2 I such that C 2MA(D;W;Sj) and CnCS (W ) = Sj . It is easy to see that CSj = Mon(C) = CS .Hence, Sj = CnCSj (W ). By Proposition 14, B = C, that is, B 2 MA(D;W;S).Moreover, BS = Mon(B) = BSi . Thus, Si = CnBSi (W ) = CnBS (W ). Hence,we have shown that I 0 = I , that is, TA2MA(D;W;S) CnAS (W ) = S. Thus, S is askeptical rational extension for (D;W ). 2Corollary 16. Every seminormal default theory has a skeptical rational exten-sion. 2Example 2 shows that Corollary 16 is not true for general default theories.Theorem 15 shows that the intersection of all rational extensions is a skepticalrational extension. This is not true for an arbitrary family of rational extensionsof a seminormal default theory, even if the theory is �nite (cf. Theorem 20).Example 6. Let D = � :M(a ^ :b)a ; :M(b ^ :c)b ; :M(c ^ :a)c � :The default theory (D; ;) is a classical example of a seminormal default theorywithout extensions. This theory has three rational extensions: S1 = Cn(fag),S2 = Cn(fbg) and S3 = Cn(fcg). According to Theorem 15, their intersectionS = S1 \ S2 \ S3 = Cn(fa _ b _ cg) is a skeptical rational extension for (D; ;).



However, the intersections of any two rational extensions, S12 = S1 \ S2 =Cn(fa _ bg), S13 = S1 \ S3 = Cn(fa _ cg) and S23 = S2 \ S3 = Cn(fb _ cg),are not skeptical rational extensions. Indeed, it is easy to see that for any i; j(1 � i < j � 3),MA(D; ;; Sij) = �� :M(a ^ :b)a � ;� :M(b ^ :c)b � ;� :M(c ^ :a)c �� :Hence, \A2MA(D;;;Sij)CnASij (;) = Cn(fa _ b _ cg) = S 6= Sij :Let us also observe that none of S1, S2, S3 is a skeptical rational extension. 2Theorem 15 implies the following corollary.Corollary 17. A formula ' belongs to all skeptical rational extensions of a semi-normal default theory (D;W ) if and only if ' belongs to all rational extensionsof (D;W ). 2The complexity of reasoning with rational extensions was studied in [7]. Inparticular, we proved that the problem of deciding whether a formula belongsto all rational extensions of a �nite default theory is �P2 -complete. It remains�P2 -complete even under the restriction to the class of normal default theories.Since every normal default theory is seminormal, we obtain the following result.Corollary 18. The problem IN-ALL: Given a �nite seminormal default theory(D;W ) and a formula ', decide if ' is in all skeptical rational extensions of(D;W ), is �P2 -complete. 2The complexity of the problem of deciding whether a formula belongs to atleast one skeptical rational extension of a seminormal default theory remainsopen. The argument we used for the problem IN-ALL does not work here.6 Normal Default TheoriesThe results obtained in the previous section for seminormal default theoriesclearly extend to the case of normal default theories. In this case, however, wecan still strengthen some of them. We start this section with a simple proposition.Proposition19. Let S be an extension of a normal default theory (D;W ). ThenMA(D;W;S) = fGD(D;S)g.Proof. If S is inconsistent then MA(D;W;S) = f;g and GD(D;S) = ;, so theassertion holds. Assume now that S is consistent. According to Lemma 6, it issu�cient to prove that GD(D;S) 2 A(D;W;S) and this fact is proven in theproof of Theorem 3.1 in [7]. 2



The main result of this section shows that �nite intersections of extensions(or rational extensions - for normal default theories these notions coincide, see[7]) are skeptical rational extensions. In particular, (rational) extensions are alsoskeptical rational extensions for normal default theories (unlike in the case ofseminormal ones).Theorem20. Let (D;W ) be a normal default theory.1. Let S1,: : : ,Sk (k � 1) be extensions of (D;W ). Then S = Tki=1 Si is askeptical rational extension for (D;W ).2. Every skeptical rational extension of (D;W ) can be represented as the inter-section of a certain number (possibly in�nitely many) of extensions.Proof. The �rst assertion follows from Proposition 19 and Corollary 10. Thesecond assertion follows from Theorem 12 and from the fact that for normaldefault theories extensions and rational extensions coincide. 2Corollary 21. Let (D;W ) be a normal default theory with a �nite number of ex-tensions. Then the family of all skeptical rational extensions of (D;W ) is closedunder intersection. In particular, the family of all skeptical rational extensionsof a �nite normal default theory is closed under intersection. 2The question whether the intersection of an arbitrary collection of exten-sions of a normal default theory is a skeptical rational extension remains open.However, Theorem 15 and the fact that for normal default theories extensionscoincide with rational extensions imply a weaker result.Theorem22. The intersection of all extensions of a normal default theory isthe least skeptical rational extension for this theory. 2The following example shows that Theorem 22 is not true for seminormaldefault theories.Example 7. Let D = � :Maa ; :M:b:b ; :M(b ^ c)c � :The default theory (D; ;) has one extension: S1 = Cn(fa;:bg). This theoryhas two rational extensions: S1 and S2 = Cn(fa; cg). It has also two skepticalrational extensions: S1 and S3 = Cn(fa;:b_cg). Hence, S1 is the intersection ofall extensions while S3 is the least skeptical rational extension (which, accordingto Theorem 15, coincides with the intersection of all rational extensions) andS1 6= S3. 2Theorems 20 and 22 imply the following corollary.Corollary 23. A formula ' belongs to some (resp. all) skeptical rational exten-sion(s) of a normal default theory (D;W ) if and only if ' belongs to some (resp.all) extension(s) of (D;W ). 2



Using Corollary 23 and the results from [5] on the complexity of the problemsIN-SOME and IN-ALL for extensions of normal default theories we get thefollowing complexity result.Corollary 24. The problem IN-SOME: Given a �nite normal default theory(D;W ) and a formula ', decide if ' is in some skeptical rational extensionof (D;W ), is �P2 -complete. The problem IN-ALL: Given a �nite normal defaulttheory (D;W ) and a formula ', decide if ' is in all skeptical rational extensionsof (D;W ), is �P2 -complete. 27 ConclusionsIn this paper we proposed a new version of default logic. It is based on theconcept of a skeptical rational extension. We showed that in the case of normaldefault theories our version of default logic coincides with the standard skepticalreasoning with extensions. In the case of seminormal default theories it coincideswith the standard skeptical reasoning with rational extensions. We presentedsome general properties of skeptical rational extensions, an algorithm to computethem and some complexity results. However, the complexity of reasoning withskeptical rational extensions from arbitrary default theories is an open problem.References1. P. Besnard. An introduction to default logic. Springer-Verlag, Berlin, 1989.2. G. Brewka. Cumulative default logic: in defense of nonmonotonic inference rules.Arti�cial Intelligence, 50:183{205, 1991.3. G. Brewka. Nonmonotonic reasoning: logical foundations of commonsense. Cam-bridge University Press, Cambridge, UK, 1991.4. M. Gelfond, V. Lifschitz, H. Przymusinska, and M. Truszczy�nski. Disjunctive de-faults. In Second international conference on principles of knowledge representationand reasoning, KR '91, Cambridge, MA, 1991.5. G. Gottlob. Complexity results for nonmonotonic logics. Journal of Logic andComputation, 2:397{425, 1992.6. W. Marek and M. Truszczy�nski. Nonmonotonic logics; context-dependent reason-ing. Berlin: Springer-Verlag, 1993.7. A. Mikitiuk and M. Truszczy�nski. Rational default logic and disjunctive logic pro-gramming. In A. Nerode and L. Pereira, editors, Logic programming and non-monotonic reasoning, pages 283{299. MIT Press, 1993.8. A. Mikitiuk and M. Truszczy�nski. Constrained and rational default logic. Inpreparation, 1995.9. D. Poole. What the lottery paradox tells us about default reasoning. In Proceed-ings of the 2nd conference on principles of knowledge representation and reasoning,KR '89, pages 333{340, San Mateo, CA., 1989. Morgan Kaufmann.10. R. Reiter. A logic for default reasoning. Arti�cial Intelligence, 13:81{132, 1980.11. T. Schaub. Considerations on Default Logics. PhD thesis, Technischen HochschuleDarmstadt, 1992.


